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ABSTRACT:   
In a social  network in which friendly and
rival bi lateral l inks can be formed, how
do all iances between decision-makers
form, and what determines whether a
confl ict wil l  arise? We study a network
formation game between ex-ante
symmetric players in the laboratory to
examine the dynamics of al l iance
formation and confl ict evolution. A
peaceful equil ibrium yields the greatest
social  welfare, while a successful bullying
attack transfers the victimized player’s
resources evenly to the attackers at a
cost.  Consistently with the theoretical
model predictions, peaceful and bullying
outcomes are prevalent among the
randomly re-matched experimental
groups, based on the cost of attack. We
further examine the dynamics leading to
the final network and find that groups
tend to coordinate quickly on a f irst
target for attack, while the f irst attacker
entails a non-negligible risk of successful
counter-attack by init iating the
coordination. These findings provide
insights for understanding social
dynamics in group coordination.
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